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Abstract 
In this review on the recent observational aspects of gravitational lensing, I first present the var­
ious systematic optical surveys for multiply lensed extragalactic objects that are being carried out 
at several observatories enjoying good seeing conditions. I then summari7..e the updated observa­
tional status of ail proposed gravitational lens candidates, concentrating mainly on multiply lensed 
QSOs (the cases of giant luminous arcs, radio rings and distant 3C radio galaxies are described 
elsewhere in this volume). Finally, I give a general outline of all the. additional pieces of observa­
tional evidence suggesting that gravitational lensing may (i) perturb significantly our view of the 
distant Universe and {ii) affect our physical understanding of various classes of extragalactic ob­
jects. 
1. Introduction
The possible perturbations of our view of the distant Universe by gravitational lensing effects are 
stronglf linked to the detailed distribution of matter at various scales. A theoreticians' approach 
usually consists in making use of ail our present {but of course, limitcd) knowledge on the distrib­
ution of matter to predict the importance of such perturbations.· Given ail the modelling compli­
cations, limitations, as well as ail yet unknown biases in our observations of distant objects, it is 
not surprising that the conclusions of such studies do oscillate between various degrees of pessi­
mism or of optimism. Thei:e is a citation by Peebles, quoted in Blandford and Kochanek (1987), 
saying that: "Gra�itational lenses provide a theorists' heaven and an observers' hell". I rather be­
lieve that the contrary is true and that the path through the ex1unples will always remain shorter 
and more secure than that through the theories. This is also probably why, at least recently, ob­
servers have been more optimistic about tpe possible importance of gravitational lensing than 
theoreticians. Of course, there are exceptions and in this context, it is only fair to consider Sjur 
Refsdal as the leader of the optimistic supporters of gravitational Jensing. The situation about 
"gravitational lensing" is a bit reminiscent of that associated with "atmo,pheric mirages". What 
does the average man think about the importance of atmospheric lensing eflèots on our view of 
distant earth-sources? ( cf. the distant car lights seen along a straight road in Figure 1 ). 
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Figure 1: The figure at left gives a schematic representation of the light ray paths from a dis­
tant car when the grourid tums out to be somewhat hotter than the ambiant air. Because air 
refraction always leads to a bending of light rays towards regions of colder air, several lower 
and somewhat. deformed images of a 4ista,;i.t source (the car hihts in this ex�mple) may result. 
The figure at nght represents the multiple images due to the hghts from a distant car, as pho­
tographed by J. Lehâr and the author1 along the US 60 road, between Magdalena and Datil near the VLA (New Mexico) on the rught of 19 January 1989. The distance between the car 
and the observers was estimated to be about 10 miles. Such terrestrial mira_ges, usually made 
of two single images, can actually be seen everyday almost from anywhere. In addition to sig­
nificantly affect our view (image deformation, multiplication, etc.) of distant resolved earth­
sources, atmospheric lensing is also often responsible for the light magnification of distant 
unresolved objects located along straight and long roads or across fiat countrysides. Other ex­
amples ofterrestrial mirages are illustrated in Surdej et al (1989). 
The answer to the analogous question for "gravitational lensing" is of course not so trivial. Ten 
years after the serendipitous discovery of the double quasar Q0957 + 561 A and B by Walsh, 
Carswell and Weymann (1979), both theoretical and observational researches on gravitational 
lensing have led to a formidable burst of published work. Partly guided by this monument of in­
formation but also trying not to cover topics already addressed in recent reviews on the subject 
of gravitational lensing (e.g. Canizares (1987), Blandford and Kochanek (1987), Nottale (1988), 
Turner (1989a, b), Barnothy (1989) and references therein), I have decided to focus the present 
paper on a general discussion of the various known ( or only hypothesized) pieces of observational 
evidence which suggest that gravitational lensing may affect significantly our view and physical 
understanding of the distant Universe, and ofits major constituents. 
In section 2, I present an overview of the various systematic optical surveys that are presently 
being carried out all over the world in order to search for multiply lensed distant objects. In section 
3, I have listed the updated observational status of the best recognized cases of multiply lensed 
objects. I also discuss individually the objects for which recent and outstanding observations have 
led to a better understanding of the gravitational lenses; Suggestions are also given as to which 
complementary observations shoud be carried out in order to still improve some of the lens models. 
Section 4 summarizes all the additional observational evidence on statistical effects due to 
gravitational lensing and I also discuss there the various classes of extragalactic objects which may 
actually consfat of lensed sources. The last section deals with gi:neral conclusions. 
Before closing this introduction, let me recall the challenging goals of studying known 
gravitational lens systems as well as of discovering new ones. rirst of all, it is known that a sta­
tistical evaluation of the occurrence of gravitational lensing within well defined samples of 
extragalactic objects is of prime importance in order to improve our k.nowledge on quasars and 
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distant radio galaxies (luminosity function, source counts, true part of their cosmic evolution). 
Detailed studies of identified gravitational lens systems are also important to test cosmological 
models (Refsdal 1964, 1966), to set constraints on the size and structure of the lensed source 
(Grieger et al. 1986, 1988) and to probe the luminous and dark mattcr distrihutions on various 
scales in the Universe (Refsdal 1964, 1966). In particular, gravitational lens studies can be used to 
set limits on populations of dark massive objects (Press and Ounn, 1973; Ilewitt et al. 1987a; 
Webster et al., 1988a). Finally, analysis of narrow absorption lines observed in the spectrum of 
multiply lensed QSO images are of considerable interest for studies of the spatial structure of the 
inter-galactic medium (cf. Foltz et al. 1984 and the paper by Smette et al. in these proceedings). 
2, Optical surveys for multiply lensed extragalactic objects 
Whereas the first gravitational lens systems have been discovered by chance, systcmatic searches 
for lenses have proved to be very successful in identifying new systems., I shall describe hereafter 
several of the on-going optical surveys for multiply lensed extragalactic objects (I refer to the ar­
ticle by B. Burke in this volume for a description of the radio surveys). 
2.1 Highly Luminous Quasars as gravitationally lensed objects 
Considering the canonicat log(N)-B relation for the count numb,,r of quasars per unit area 
brighter than a given magnitude B {cf. Boyle et al. 1988), it is easy to calculate the number density 
enhancement q(M,B0) of quasars in a flux linlited sample (B0) subject to a magnification M. Fol­
lowing Narayan {1989), one finds that q(M,B0) = (N{<B0+2.5logM)/N(<B0))/M. Referring to 
Figure 1 in Narayan (1989) where the author has illustrated the: dependence of q versus both M 
and B0, one inunediately sees that the magnification bias works preferentially well for a bright flux 
limited sample of QSOs. There are at least three optical surveys for multiply lensed QSO images 
which benefit from this magnification bias: 
1. The LiègejESO/Hamburg survey, initiated in November 1986 and terminated in November
1988. A description may be found in Stirdej et al. (1988a-c) and an update is presented in these
proceedings by Swings et al. and Magain et al. I hriefly recall that it has consisted in a high re­
solution imaging of apparently (my < 18.5) and intrinsically (M < -29) bright qu'asars observable
from ESO (Chile). Out of 111 quasars observed under an average seeing FWHM = 1.2", 25
tumed out to be interesting candidates (i.e. 23% of HLQs showing elongated, multiple, or fuzzy
images), 5 of which constitute very good lens candidates. The cases of U M 673 and H 1413 + 117
are described in Surdej et al. (1987) and Magain et al. (1988), respectively.
2. The Djorgovski and Meylan (1989a, b) optical survey for bright distant quasars that has been
carried out during the past few years. It also consists in an optical (CCD) imaging search for
wavitational Ienses among a sample of ( ::::J 300) high redshift QSOs having an apparently large
absolute luminosity. So far, they found one new gravitati<mal Jens candidate UM425 (Meylan and
Djorgovski, 1989), two probable binary quasars PKSl 145-071 (Djorgovski et al., 1987) and
PHL1222 (Meylan and Djorgovski, these proceedings), and several other promising candidates.
As in the Liège/ESO/Hamburg survey, they also identified several cases of Q.S0s with foreground
galaxies within a few arcsec. I refer to the paper by Meylan and Djorgovski in this volume for
more detailed information on their survey.
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3. The Crampton et al. (1989) optical survey. Using a new-image stabilizing camera at the CFHT,
these authors have also made a direct irnaging search for closely spaced gravitationally lensed QSO
components. Out of 32 quasars with z > 1.6, mv < 19 (i.e. M < -27.8), seven were found to be
good gravitational Jens candidates, two ofthese having sub-arcsec. angular separations. This frac­
tion (22%) ofinteresting HLQs is essentially the same as the one (23%) reported by Surdej et al.
(1988c).
2.2 Quasars as gravitationally lensed objects 
Whereas it is expected that for a fainter lirniting magnitude survey the quasar number-density 
enhancement q(M ,B0) will get smaller, such surveys have the advantage of dealing with a much 
larger number of objects. One such sample of fainter quasars (m8 < 19) bas been used as a basis 
for the automated survey for gravitational lenses described by Webster et al. (1988a). With the help 
of the Automated Plate Measuring (APM) facility at Cambridge, these authors have scanned both 
broadband direct and objective-prism Schmidt plates resulting in a survey of 2500 quasars, cover­
ing 130 sq. deg. of sky. Whereas this technique is only effective for separations greater than 2 - 3", 
it enables one to quantify different parameters (separation, magnitude difference, Jens brightness, 
etc.) in the Jens survey. Since the frequency oflensing for a giveo separation oflensed QSO images 
may be predi<:ted, it allows one to set interesting constraints on the mass distribution in the Uni­
verse. The new wide separation gravitational lens. candidate QI429-008 recently reported by 
Hewett et al. (1989) has been found via this survey. The detection ofstatistical gravitational lensing 
by foreground mass distributions described in Webster et al. (1988b) is also based upon this survey. 
lt is discussed at length by R. Webster in this volume. 
2.3 Distant 3C radio sources as gravitationally lensed objects 
The magnification bias has also n'lotivated Hammer, Nottale and Le Fèvre (1986) to assume that 
the distant (z > 1) and powerful (P(l78MHz) > 1028 W/Hz) radio sources (hereafter DPRSs) 
constitute some of the best extragalactic candidates to search for the presence of gravitationally 
lensed images at arcsec./sub-arcsec. angular scale resolutions and/or for an excess of foreground 
objects (galaxies, clusters) in the vkinity of the relevant targets. Approximately 75% of the high 
redshift 3C sources observed by Hammer and Le Fèvre (1989) in optimal seeing conditions with 
the CFTIT at Mauna Kea have been resolved into multiple (2 to 6) components. Strong arguments 
supporting the mirage hypothesis have been obtained for 3C324, hy high resolution imagery 
through narrow band filters {Le Fèvre et al. 1987; Hammer and Le Fèvre 1989). High spatial re­
solution imaging and spectroscopy obtained for 3C208.1 definitely prove that the optical appear­
ance of this source is due to the close projection (3.9") of the optical counterpart of a radio loud 
quasar at z = 1.01 and a foreground AGN at z = 0.159 which gravitationally magnifies, by more 
than 0.5 mag., the background abject (Le Fèvre and Hammer, 1989). Ofspecial interest is that a 
detailed comparison between CCD frames obtained from a sample of 27 3C distant radio sources 
with z > 1 and selected blank fields indicates a significant excess of foreground bright galaxies (up 
to mR ::::: 21) and Abell/Zwicky clusters near the 3C sources (llammer and Le Fèvre, 1989). lt 
therefore seems that gravitational magnification by foreground galaxies and rich clusters is at least 
partly responsible for the observed radio and optical luminosities of the bright 3C sources. In 
particular, the following DPRSs: 3Cl94 and 3C225A (Le Fèvre and Hammer, 1988), 3C238, 
3C24 l ,  3C266 and 3C305.l (Le Fèvre et al. 1988b), 3C13 and 3C2.56 (Le Fèvre et al. 1988a), 
3C239, 3C252, 3C267, 3C:,22. 3C2:30, 3C297 and 3C469.I (Hammcr and Le Fèvre, 1989) have been 
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proposed to be either gravitationally magnified and/or multiply imaged. High spatial resolution 
narrow band imaging and/or deep 2D spectroscopy of most of these candidates are badly needed 
in order to further test the lensing hypothesis. 
In closing I wish to mention here that the surveys described in 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.3 constitute parts 
of an ESO key-programme that is being presently conducted at ESO-La Silla {see the description 
of the programme as well as the names of all participants in Surdej et al. 1989). 
3. Gravitational lens candidates
Table I (see the appendix at the end ofthese proceedings) presents an updated list of the accepted 
and proposed candidates of multiply lensed extragalactic objects. Separate comments on individual 
gravitational lens systems follow: 
J. 0957 + 561: The most extensive photometric monitoring of a gravitationally lensed quasar bas
of course been carried out for this .famous double quasar. Tentative time delays of 1.55 + /- 0.1 
years by Florentin-Nielsen (1984), 1.2 years by Schild and his collaborators and, very recently, l.14 
+ /-0.06 years by Vanderriest et al. (1989) have been reported. The radio time delay of< 500 days
derived by Lehâr et al. (1989) essentially .corrob.orates the opticàl value. Both the groups of
Vanderriest and of Schild find however that the observed lightcurves of 0957 + 561 A and B cannot
be fully interpreted in terms of intrinsic ,brightness variations of the quasar alone. Micro-lensing
seems to contribute to the variations of the B component. Note however that Falco et al. {cf. these
proceedings) cast some doubt on this whole interpretation. A spectrophotometric monitoring of
the two image components of 0957 + 561 would certainly help in disentangling the effects due to
intrinsic and/or extrinsic variability. Whereas the estimate of the mass of the Iensing galaxy is fairly
secure ( cf. Borgeest, 1986; see 'Fable 1 ), a more precise modelling of the mass distribution in the
lensing galaxy and its attendant cluster is necessary to derive a safe estimate for the Hubble pa­
rameter. A deep mapping in luminosity and velocity (velocity dispersion + redshift) ofmost of the
foreground galaxies is necessary in order to better constrain the free parameters of the mass dis­
tribution. Very high angular resolution radio observations of images A and B at several epochs
would also be extremely valuable.
2. 1 I 15 + 080: Following the photometric variability study reported by Vanderriest et al. (1986),
it is Iikely that micro-lensing effects are responsible for the brightness vâriations observed between 
the Al and A2 image components. Spectrophotometry of the whole system at various epochs 
should provide us with a definite answer as to the reality ofthese effects. Note that in addition to 
the lensing galaxy detected by Shaklan and Hege (1987) between the A and B images, Henry and 
Heasley (1986) found that there was also a galaxy centred approximately midway between the two 
A components. These authors find that the properties ofthis galaxy (G4, Mv � -23.3) are con­
sistent with it being the brightest meinber of a small gr-oup at z = 0.305 ( cf. galaxies G l and G2 
in Young et al. 1981). If real, this would lend support to the micro-lensing induced variability 
suspected for the A twin components. Bymeans of the pupil segmentation technique used with the 
CFHT (sec Lelièvre et ai. 1988), high angular resolution observations supp01ting this picture for 
PGll 15+080 have been obtained by Arnaud et al. (1989). Howcver, using speckle interferometric 
observations, Foy et al. ( 1985) have detected an elongation ofimage A2 and they suggested that 
it was caused by a fifth lensed QSO image, located at 0.04" from A2. lt is therefore clear that image 
A is made of more than simply two lensed QSO images and it is likely that further high angular 
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resolution imaging will be necessary in order to definitely settle this point. Although the redshift 
of the galaxy detected between the A and B images bas not yet been directly measured, it is quite 
possible that for z = 0.305, the observed reddening of the B component relative to A, as seen in 
the spectra pub!ished by Young et al. {1981), is actually due to the contamination by the fore­
ground galaxy. In any case, any serious modelling ofthis lens should take into account the several 
{ 57) galaxies detected in the nearby field. 
3. 2345+007: Nieto et al. (1988) have obtained very high angular resolution images ofthis sys­
tem using a photon counting detector in its resolved imaging mode. By using recentring and se­
lection algorithms plus image restoratjon techniques, they have achieved good $/N images with 
resolution of FWHM ::::: 0.25". These observations lend a good support to the gravitational lens­
ing hypothesis of 2345 + 007 A and B because they reveal that the fainter (B) component actually 
consists of a double image {Bl, B2 with roughly equal brightne�ses), separated by 0.36" and 
roughly aligned along the same direction as the A and B images, and that there is also good evi­
dence for the outer of these two sub-images to be resolved along a direction perpendicular to the 
line between Bl and B2. Furthermore, comparison of the ratio A/B at the time oftheir observa­
tions with previously reported values suggests some variability in this system. A 
spectrophotornetric monitoring of the A and B components would also be of great scientific in­
terest to search for rnicro-lensing effects and/or for a measurable time delay between the two 
brighter imag1: components. 
4. 2016+ Jl2: 1bis gravitational lens system appears to be very complex because it consists of
at least three detected lensed images A-C', two foreground galaxies C and D, including one with 
a measured redshifi z = 1.01 and two diffuse narrow line emission regions, that appear to be 
physically distinct, and located near images A and B (see Figure 1 in Schneider et al. 1986). Ob­
servational evidence for the possible occurrence of micro-lensing effects has also been reported for 
this system and a spectrophotometric follow-up of the lensed QSO images would be of great value. 
See the contribution in this volume by Heflin et al. related to the intercsting constraints that their 
VLBI observations impose on the proposed gravitational lens models (cf. those by Narasimha et 
al. 1987). 
5. 1635+ 267: The detailed spectroscopie study of l635+26ï A and B by Turner et al. {1988)
has led to the good conviction that this double quasar constitutes a good case of gravitational 
lensing. Indeed, not only were they able to show that the wavelengths, strengths, widths and pro­
files of different lines were the same, after a proper scaling and to within measuring errors, in th( 
two image spectra but they also found thàt the excess of red light in the bright componen1 
ressembles the continuum emission of a z .::::: 0.57 galaxy. lndependently, the modelling of thii 
system by Narasimha and Chitre (1988) also led to the prediction that a lensing galaxy should be 
located at 0.75H from component A. One should of course try to image this system in red light an< 
under very good seeing conditions in order to confirm the prescnce of the lensing galaxy ... nearl; 
on top of the A {multiple?) image{s). 
6. 2237+0305: First ofall, superb high angular resolution imagery (Yee, 1988 and Schneider e
al. 1988) and spectroscopy {De Robertis and Yee, 1988 and Adam et al. 1989) have convincingl: 
demonstrated that the Einstein cross consists of four lensed images plus a central galaxy nuclem 
Kayser and Ref�dal (1989) have pointed out the uniquenèss of this gravitational lens system t 
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variability should show up almost simultaneously in the four images so that any difference may 
be attributed to micro-lensing, ii) due to the large distance ratio between the lens and the source, 
micro-lensing should lead to more frequent and rapid high amplification events (HAEs) and iii) the 
expected number of HAEs should be large (about 0.3 events per year and per im:age). lt was 
therefore not a surprise when Irwin et al. (1989) announced the brightening by 0.5 mag. of com­
ponent A on CCD frames obtained during the 1988 summer. CCD frames taken at La Silla by 
Remy et al. (1989) in april 1989 in the frarnework of the "Gravitational Lensing" ESO key­
programme indicate that the relative brightening of image A was still about 0.3 mag. in blue light. 
lntegral field spectrophotometric monitoring of this system, similar to the one epoch observations 
reported by Adam et al. (1989) with the TIGER spectrograph (Courtès et al. 1987), would also be 
extremely valuable. Such observations would present the additional potential of measuring simul­
taneously the rotational velocity field of the deflecting spiral galaxy. Note that simulations of 
micro-lensing effects for 2237+0305 by Wambsganss et al. (1989) predict unfortunately that the 
time scale and the amplitude of I IAEs should not only depend on the source size and the relative 
transverse velocity between the source, the lens and the observer but that, due to the very strong 
effect of the shear by the galaxy, it should also depend on the direction ofthis velocity. 
7. 0142-/00: Since the lens of this system appears to be made of a single isolated galaxy at a 
redshift z = Ô.49 (the redshift of the galaxy D in Surdej et al. 1987 has been measured to be z = 
0.17), it constitutes a very good .candidat.e to attempt_an indcpendent measurement of /l0 •  A 
photometric monitoring of0142-100 � and B has been initiated two years ago at ESO. Jt should 
nevertheless be mentioned that we have.failed to detect the A and B images with the VLA at 6cm 
in the A configuration (0.3 mJy r.m.s., noise). 
8. 3C324: Spectroscopie confirmation of this first galaxy-galaxy gravitational lens system is
strongly awaited. This optical source sho.uld also be monitored photometrically for the possible 
detection of a SN event in the different images. 
9. 1413+ 117: This gravitationa1 1ens system has been resolved at 3.6 cm with the VLA in the
A configuration. A detailed modelling ofthese observations bas been made by Kayser et al. (1989) 
and supports very nicely the optical observations. High angular resolution integral spectroscopy 
ofthis system with the integral field spectrograph SILPHID (Vanderriest and Lemonnier, 1987) 
has enabled us to resolve the spectra of the four individual images (Angonin et al., these pro­
ceedings). Spectroscopie and photornetric indications of micro-lensing effects in the D component 
have possibly been found. 
10. l /20+ 019: Except for images A and B, no spectra have yet heen obtained for the many other 
objects in the field of this gravitational lens candidate (see Meylan and Djorgovski, 1989). 
J /. 0414+0534: l t  would be very important to make· a new attempt to determine the redshift 
of the optically detected object (sourèe?). All four components of'this system have been detected 
with VLBI to show compact flux at 18cm (rtewitt, 1989). Therc is no douht that this gravitational 
Jens system turns out to be a very intereming one. 
12. 1429-008: Because of the slight, although probably real, spectroscopie differences seen be­
tween the two image components, better S/N spectra are mandatory in order to confirm or reject 
the lensing hypothesis for this system. 
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13. M82 quasars: This is just one example of QSO images with large separations and all general
remarks which follow could apply equally well to many other cases of quasars having very similar 
redshifts and spectra but large angular separations. Paczynski and Gorski (1981) did actually first 
suggest that the unusual grouping of quasars near M82 (Burbidge et al. 1980) may consist of an­
other case of gravitational lensing. In the lensing scenario, one or several of the observed QSO 
images could actually be multiple (due to macro-lensing by a galaxy located in one of the two hy­
pothetical clusters) and one could try to detect i) the presence of a cluster hy direct imaging ( direct 
detection or search for distorted background galaxies), ii) the possible multiplicity of the QSO im­
ages, iii) the presence of additional magnified QS0s, iv) the similarity or, on the contrary, notice­
able differences between the redshifts of the three identified quasars. 
4. Further observational evidence for gravitational lensing
4./ Statistical gravitational lensing 
4.1.J Galaxies near fiat radio spectrum quasars: using an automatic search and classification 
technique for counting galaxie., on CCD frames, Fugmann (1988, 1989) has reported, at typically 
a 97.5% significance level, an increase in the number density ofrelatively bright (r < 21.5) galaxies 
towards distant (z > J. 7) quasars. The increased number of galaxies seems to pertain mainly to 
fields of (12) flat-spectrum quasars with a much smaller increase near steep-spectrum and radio­
quiet quasars. Fugmann invokes gravitational lensing effects, specially micro-lensing to account 
for these observations and he.concludes that gravitational lensing contributes strongly to observed 
counts of distant sources, particularly to the statistics of flat-spectrum quasars. Whereas Tyson 
(1986) had al�o reported a QSO-galaxy correlation for moderately distant quasars (1 < z < 1.5), 
Yee and Green (1984) did not. It.is most likely that these differcnt results aiise hecause of the dif­
ferent fractions of radio quiet, steep and fiat spectrum quasars constituting th ose different samples. 
Fugmann further postulates that gravitational lensing may be responsible for the appearance ol 
different sub-classes of quasars (e.g. tlie optically quiet compact radio sources (OQÇRSs) includin!l 
objects such as A00235+ 164, 0406+ 121, 0500+01, 1413+ 135, etc.). Since X-rays detected frorr. 
selected quasars are supposedly emitted from a very compact core, one may naturally wonde1 
whether X-ray selected quasars could also reveal observational evidence for i;tatistical gravitationa· 
lensing. 
4.1.2 Galaxies 11ear X-ray selected quasars: during the course of an exteniiive program o: 
spectroscopie identification of faint .X:-ray sources discovered serendipitously with the Einsteir 
satellite, 10 X-ray selected AGNs have been discovered by Stocke et al. (1987) to lie within thre1 
optical diameters of bright (mv < 18) foreground galaxies . These authors report that, at a confi 
dence level > 97.5%, these AGNs have signiftcantly higher redshifü than X-ray selected ones it 
general. Stocke and bis collaborators have interpreted their findings in terms of micro-lensing it 
which stars in the foreground galaxy significantly brighten the X-ray cmission from these highe 
redshift AGNs, allowing t.hem to be detected. However, Rix and Hogan (1989) have recently re 
investigated this problem hy taking deeper CCD frames of the complete sample of the 56 X-ra: 
flux limited AGN fields (MSS initial sample) in order to enlarge the subsample of AGNs witl 
foreground galaiifos (R < 20.5) from 3 to a total of 8. On the hasis of thcsc new data, Rix an• 
Hogan conclude that there is no longer any evidence for lensing cffect by the galaxies. The pres 
ence of an excess of high redshift X-ray selected quasars near bright foreground galaxies remain 
still a subject of debate. 








